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Y-DNA Haplogroup R-U152 in Britain: Proposed
Link to the 5th Century Migration of the Angle and

Jute Tribes from Jutland and Fyn, Denmark
(Hypothesis B)

David K. Faux

Introduction

This present work is a result of a single observation. A geographical pattern had emerged in
the author’s database and map representing men of British ancestry with the Y-chromosome
marker S28 / U152. The place of birth of their earliest known ancestor tended to cluster
along the eastern coastal areas of England inland to the Midlands, some around the area
immediately north of Wales (as well as Anglesey), but none along the south coast or the
southwest in general. Also in Scotland the distribution included the Northern Isles and along
the east coast, with none on the west coast. Furthermore, despite very heavy sampling, no
one with a native Irish surname and documented ancestry to Ireland has yet tested positive
for R-U152. As the new data continued to “fit the mold” it occurred that this was not
random, and so an interpretation in keeping with known historical events might be found,
since the clustering suggested a relatively recent immigration to Britain rather than events
associated with distant pre-historical times. When the author drew a line around the outside
perimeter of the ancestral homes of those who tested U152 positive, it was clear that this was
very similar to the boundaries of the Danelaw which separated the territories of the Danish
Viking immigrants and the Saxon lands in the south and west. At a later date it became
apparent that this was virtually the same boundary relating to the lands settled by the Angles
three hundred years earlier. Hence, there was an apparent overlap between all three
distributions – R-U152, the Danelaw, and the Angle Kingdoms.

Based on the above database, the regions where R-U152 was observed on the Continent
appeared to mirror the known distribution of the Hallstatt and La Tene Celts. This includes
locations from Spain to Ukraine with a “hotspot” in Switzerland (see a related study by the
present author), and hence a search was initiated for a Celtic group that could explain the R-
U152 in for example Orkney and East Anglia. A group that “matched the criteria” was
quickly located.

The Cimbri tribe resided on the Jutland Peninsula (and surrounds). They are well
documented in that region between about 100 BC and 500 AD. The Cimbri were Celtic –
speaking, and many of the most dramatic Celtic finds (e.g., the Gundestrup Cauldron) have
been discovered in their homeland around Limfjord, or further south in Jutland (e.g., the
Gallehus horns). The “Celticity” of Jutland and Fyn is reflected in the fact that even in the
Pre-Roman Iron Age, There are suggestions of direct links between the North and the
western Celtic world in burial ritual. The burial of dismantled carts with the dead at Husby
in Schleswig, at Kargbeck in Denmark and Langa in Fyn is closely paralleled in the Rhine
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Valley and northern Gaul (Todd, 2004, p. 20). Furthermore genetic testing has shown that
R-U152 is indeed found in southern Norway and Sweden around Oslofjord immediately
north of Jutland, and in Denmark on the island of Fyn, but not found in the regions to the
immediate south, including Friesland and northern Germany (above Koblenz). Hence there
is an association between the Continental Celtic marker R-U152 in Scandinavia and the
probable territories of the Celtic – speaking Cimbri - a Celtic isolate essentially set within a
vast Germanic region. Further information about the proposed Cimbri – Viking connection
can be found in an earlier study by the present author exploring “Hypothesis A”.

In this essay the author will examine the evidence linking R-U152 in Britain to the peoples of
the Cimbric Peninsula (Jutland), including the Cimbri, the Angles, and the Jutes. The sum
total of the evidence strongly suggests that this source represents the majority of R-U152 in
England. In addition, it is entirely possible that despite the “tight” clustering of R-U152 in
England and Scotland, that an unknown number of men with this marker may trace their
ancestry to other locations on the Continent. It would appear that the various tribes of the
Belgae immediately across the English Channel represent a logical source considering their
proximity to England and being source populations for the Celtic groups who immigrated to
southern England before the time of Caesar, as well as some of the Normans and Flemings.
This work represents “Hypothesis C” and is the third study of the matter by the present
author in what amounts to a trilogy.

Genetic Background

A Y-chromosome SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) was discovered in 2005, and
developed commercially by EthnoAncestry. It was found to be downstream of the most
commonly observed marker in Western Europe, M269 (the phylogenetic category R1b1c)
and assigned the label S28. In the early stages of testing those men who were in the M269
category, two individuals were found to be positive for this new marker. One was of Palatine
German heritage in the direct male line; and the other (the present author), co-founder of
EthnoAncestry, was of English ancestry from East Anglia. The mutation was assigned to the
phylogenetic category R1b1c10, today known as R1b1b2a2g (ISOGG, 2008) and R1b1b2h
(Karafet et al., 2008), an most recently R1b1b2a1b7 (FTDNA, 2008). These categories will
change as new discoveries are made. This marker is now known to be downstream of the
newly discovered S116 / P312 as well as the ancestor to both, M269 (R1b1b2 in Karafet et
al., 2008). For the sake of clarity, consistency and brevity the haplogroup under
consideration will be identified as R-U152. In 2007 and 2008, thanks to the chip technology
used by DeCODEme and 23andME allowing about 2000 Y-SNPs to be assessed
simultaneously in each sample, two SNPs downstream of U152 have emerged. The
significance of L2/S139 and L20/S144 is in the process of being evaluated.

The Myres et al. (2007) study found that of the various subclades of R1b1b2 in Denmark,
about 50% were R-U106. That leaves 50% “unresolved”. The present author predicted that
of this percentage perhaps half would be R-U152 and the rest the more ubiquitous R-S116 /
P312*. The scant testing has brought to light one R-U152 man from Fyn. However to date
the Danish – Demes Y-DNA Project at Family Tree DNA has included few who have opted
for deep clade haplogroup testing. Of these men one is R-P312*, two are R-U106, and one
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R-U152. An inspection of results of other Danes who are not members of this Project
suggests that there will be more R-U106, somewhat fewer R-P312*, and fewer even R-U152
(although this has yet to be demonstrated with a regionally representative sample from
Denmark). It is not expected that there will be many R-U152 in the homeland of the Angles
(with the exception of Fyn) since there is historical and archaeological evidence that the
entire area was depopulated circa 450 to 550 AD. A more comprehensive analysis of all of
the haplogroups relating to Denmark is found in the above noted study (“Hypothesis A”) by
the present author.

An unpublished research study of Norway found that the percentage of R-U106 made up
about 65% of the R-M269 (R1b1b2) group. Ten percent were R-U152, but all from the
southeast of the country north of Jutland (Vestfold, the Vik and surrounding Oslofjord).
Very limited commercial testing tends to confirm this finding with a Norwegian R-U152 at
Strang in Upper Oslofjord, another further south in Telemark; and two R-U152 men from the
far west of Sweden, adjoining the Vik (but to date in no other location in Sweden). This area
has seen some recent immigration (e.g., Walloon in the 17th Century) so the Scandinavian
heritage of at least one of these individuals is probable but not assured.

In an unpublished study of the Orkney Islands, R-U152 only made up about 10% of the
R1b1b2 sample, but every person identified as R-U152 had a Norse farm or place surname
which in Orkney is found only among the descendants of the original Norse settlers.

Hence there is some evidence that R-U152 was brought to the north of Britain by Norse
Vikings, and in the south of Britain arrived via a combination of the Danish Vikings
beginning in the 8th Century; and earlier by the Angles at the time of the Anglo-Saxon
migrations beginning in the 5th Century. These may in fact all be descendants of the Celtic-
speaking Cimbri, originally of northern and central Jutland. However, the presence of R-
U152 in areas of Belgium, Luxembourg and Northern France does open the door to the
possibility that some of this haplogroup in England may trace their roots to these regions.

Hypothesis A – Cimbrian Descendants of Scandinavia, the Danelaw, and the Viking
Era

Based on a convergence of historical, archaeological and linguistic evidence the present
author assembled a 92 page study of the proposed link between:

a) The Celtic-speaking Cimbri tribe and others (e.g., Teutons, Charudes, Jutes)
of the “Cimbric Peninsula” (now Jutland), Denmark.

b) The geographical areas encompassed within the Danelaw in England, and the
Norse settlements in Scotland.

c) The Y-chromosome genetic marker U152 / S28 (haplogroup R-U152).

In essence, the argument was that the reason for the observation that R-U152 is largely
confined to the Northern Isles and east coast of Scotland and the Danelaw in England was
because men bearing this haplogroup migrated to Britain as Norse and Danish Vikings
between the 9th and 11th Centuries. The hypothesis requires a multi – disciplinary
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chronological approach to understanding the background of the tribes residing on the
Cimbrian Peninsula from Bronze Age times in Scandinavia, through the Viking era in both
Scandinavia and Britain. This work provides a more detailed analysis of background
information than what follows, so interested readers are referred to this study to set the stage
for “Hypothesis B”.

If further testing confirms the relatively low number of Danes who are R-U152, this would
place any hypothesis of a relatively large scale Viking era migration of men of this
haplogroup to the Danelaw in England on shaky ground. The evidence is stronger in linking
R-U152, the Scandinavian Oslofjord region, and the Scottish Northern Isles and east coastal
area as well as to some extent the eastern coastal areas of England. One of the “problems” in
supporting a Viking era migration to explain the link between R-U152 and the Danelaw is
that there is no evidence that during the Viking era settlements in Jutland were abandoned. If
this depopulation could have been demonstrated, it may have accounted for more R-U152 in
England than in Denmark (as appears to be the case via preliminary work). An example of
the general continuity of the village sites in Cimbri territory from the Viking era, including
the 7th to 11th Centuries, is found in the archaeological data (Christiensen, 2002).

Until further testing is completed, a tentative conclusion is that men who were R-U152 and
residing in Jutland and western Denmark made only a small genetic contribution to the areas
in England settled in the 9th Century by the (largely Danish) Vikings. However, considering
the striking distribution and clustering of this haplogroup in England, are there other
candidates for the origin of R-U152 in Britain? Again, the very restricted distribution
suggests a relatively recent appearance there.

Hypothesis B - The Angles and Jutes during the Migration Era

There is another hypothesis which would still retain a link between Eastern England and
Jutland, possibly involving the Cimbri, but with earlier (pre Viking era) migrations to Britain.
If this hypothesis is going to be credible two conditions must be met if it is determined that
there is little R-U152 in present – day Jutland:

a) It must be shown that at some point during or prior to the Viking era there was a
significant abandonment of settlements in Jutland.

b) At the same time as the above, there must appear in the archaeological record of
Eastern England evidence of an influx of migrants from Jutland (and / or adjacent
areas of Scandinavia) sufficient to account for the numbers of R-U152 seen in the
country today.

1) Evidence Relating to Jutland:

A quote by R.H. Hodges is interesting. He said, If we seek out the original England of the
continental Angles, we must go to the districts of Angle, in the Cimbric, that is the Danish,
peninsula (Starke, 1968, p. 107).
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This section will explore the possible role of the Angles and Jutes in explaining the
distribution of R-U152 in England. There will be repetition of some of the information from
the above noted study by the present author, however the present inquiry will highlight the
people who resided in the central and southern areas of the Jutland Peninsula, as well as the
island of Fyn, until the 5th Century. The focus here will be on the Angles and there will be a
more specific examination of the Jutes toward the end of this section.

Considering the documented behavior of the Cimbri of Jutland in earlier days (e.g., 120 BC),
it is possible that sometime before the Viking invasions (these beginning about 789 AD) the
entire tribe deserted its homeland and migrated en masse leaving no or few descendants in
Jutland. Two destinations may have been southern Norway and Britain. If an event of this
nature did occur, the available evidence clearly points to the mid 5th and 6th Centuries (circa
450 to 600 AD).

It is possible that those residing at the southern end of the Peninsula may have also included
a large number of men who were R-U152, whether or not their cultural affiliation was Celtic
or Germanic.
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Historical Evidence – the Angles of Jutland: The documentary sources (be they Greek,
Roman, Frankish or other) who make mention of the Angles are well summarized in Grane
(2003). The name Angle is possibly geographic and could mean that they resided by the
narrows (e.g., the water between the mainland and a series of islands), or a narrow peninsula
of land – “ang” being a Indo-European word meaning “narrow”. It appears that their
territory included (but was probably not limited to) what is today known as Angeln on the
east side of the southern part of Jutland in Schleswig (where it is in fact near the narrowest
location on the neck of Jutland). This region is between the modern Flensburg and
Schleswig, shown in the map above (brown area), and in a closer view illustrated in the map
below. It could also mean the angle that the sea takes as it goes from a horizontal aspect
along the Baltic Sea, to vertical in reaching Jutland. In assessing the range of evidence,
Starke (1968) considers that the Angle territory included also adjacent parts of Jutland as
well as the Island of Fyn (Funnen) (the large island in green opposite Als in the above map)
and associated isles.

A very interesting proposal concering how the Angles got their name has been put forward
by Farthing (2008) relating to the harpoon – like lance that they used in battle. He noted that
these items have been found in deposits throughout Angle territory. He states that, The Old
English word angel or angul, akin to Old High German ango, and Old Norse ongull, can be
traced back to the Latin uncus, and then to the Greek onkos, which means arrow-barb.
Farthing discusses how this rather wicked weapon would be very effective in making it
difficult for an enemy to remove the item embedded in a shield so he would be forced to drop
it; and removing it from a wound would only create much greater damage. Considering that
the Angles were known as Onguls in various record sources (see later), the present author
accepts this interpretation as most probable.
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An Ongull or barbed weapon from which the Angles may have taken their name

Circa 23 AD Strabo wrote his, Geography, including a description of the Germanic tribes,
however there is no mention of the Angles – they perhaps being subsumed under “Suebi”. In
43 AD Mela of Spain in De Chorographia, gives a vague description noting that the Cimbri
and Teutoni were residing on a bay below a point of land (probably that which juts out near
Arhus) south down (apparently) the eastern side of Jutland. It is possible that the Angles are
part of the Teutoni narion, who are described as also residing on an island (Fyn or Sealand?)
which is larger and more fertile than the others in the bay. Pliny the Elder’s (circa 77 AD)
description, in Naturalis Historia, of “Lagnus” being at the boundary of the Cimbrian
territory may match a border between these people and the Angles, but he did not specifically
note the Angle tribe by name. It is entirely possible and even likely that the Cimbri broke
into a number of different tribal groupings with the passage of time.

What links the Cimbri (and the Teutoni and Chauci according to Pliny), and the Angles of
Jutland, is their joint affiliation as members of the Ingaevones confederation (supposedly
descended from an ancestor in common, Ingwaz as well as Mannus). It is possible that
Angle were among the people who follow Inge (associated with the Yngvi-Freya Ynglinga)
dynasty of Upsala, Sweden and Oslofjord, Norway. Much is left to the imagination.

The Angles enter recorded history circa 98 AD when Tacitus wrote his Germania. In
relation to the Anglii, Tacitus simply lists them among six tribes who worshiped the goddess
Nerthus at a sanctuary on an island. This group includes the Reudingi, Aviones, Anglii,
Varini, Eudoses, Suardones and Nuithones. Tacitus’s failure to mention the Cimbri here is
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probably an oversight. It is noteworthy that the Celtic style Djebjerg wagons (from Cimbri
territory in central Jutland) appear as a perfect match to the vehicle which would have been
used on this occasion. It is somewhat unclear as to who the other tribes are since some seem
to disappear from the record (or are unrecognizable in subsequent descriptions of the peoples
of the area). Tacitus is thus the first to address the religious belief system of the Angles.
Nerthus is seen as an earth mother goddess who may be an incarnation of the Danish Gefion
who is said to have plowed the land from Skane to Sealand. Most scholars believe that the
island where the sacred grove and lake involving rituals associated with Nerthus, was
Sealand, and specifically at or near Niartharum. Nerthus is also associated with the Norse
Freyia, the Vanir goddess, and sister to Frey who is the progenitor of the Ynglinga dynasty of
Vestfold Norway. The link between Ing as the ancestor of the Angles and of the Scylde
dynasty of Denmark and of the Ynglingas ties all together (Chadwick, 1907; Grigsby, 2005).
Parallels seen in the Anglo-Saxon literature and archaeology relating to England will be
examined later.

Ptolemy writing his Guide to Geography about 150 AD also does not include the Angles in
his descriptions of the area, however he placed many other tribes on the Cimbric Cheronese
(including Jutland and surrounding islands). These are the Sigulones, Sabaldingi, Chali,
Cobandi, Funusii, Charudes, and Cimbri. He does place the “Leuvoni” (a clerical error for
Teutoni?) on an island that may be Sealand or Fyn. If this is really a bad translation, then
perhaps the Sigulones were Angles – but that is perhaps a stretch. The Fundusi are probably
the people residing on Fyn (Funnen). Ptolemy also has the Teutonoari placed near, but
south, of the Teutoni who are immediately to the east near the Baltic (as well as possibly on
Sealand as noted above). It should be noted that there is no surviving contemporary map of
these locations, although he does give coordinates for geographical locations such as
settlements.

It could be productive to explore the Danish sagas for hints that might assist in pinning down
the origin of the settlers in Anglo-Saxon times. Perhaps one example will suffice. Saxo
Grammaticus wrote Gesta Dannorum in the 12th Century, between 1208 and 1218 (e.g.,
Davidson and Fisher, 1980), and it is difficult to parse out fact from myth. However he
begins his history of the Danes with the story that the Danes were the descendants of two
brothers, Dan and Angul. It was the latter who was the progenitor of the “Anglian race” who
took possession of Britain. It is also noteworthy that Saxo said that, Hamlet was king of the
Jutes who fell in a battle with Viglek, King of the Angles and grandfather of Offa, who must
have lived at the beginning of the 4 th Century. Saxo says of Hamlet, ‘His grave can be seen
in Jutland on a heath which bears his name’. This is probably Ammel Hede, east of Randers
(Starke, 1968, p. 98). This suggests that the territory of the Jutes may have included central
Jutland. Starke believes that the Geatas of Beowulf are one in the same with the Jutes. Saxo
further discusses events in the time of Wormund (whose father was Vigletus / Wihtlaeg), and
whose son was Offa (born circa 415 AD). During the rule of Wormund, The country about
Sleswig was much disturbed by incursions of a warlike king of Sweden whose name was
Athilus. At this time Frowinus was governor of Schelswig, and was later slain by Athilus.
Keto, a son of the latter, sent Folco, his chief officer, to Wormund at Jaellinge with the news
(p. 122). Here two pieces of information link to this event of circa 430 AD. First, at least
some of the military bog offerings at Thorsberg and Vimose (see later) probably related to
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unsuccessful Swedish raiding expeditions. Secondly, the palatial residence of the king of the
Angles appears to have been in central Jutland at or near Jelling (probably Vorbasse) – the
seat of the later kings of Denmark.

The above map dated to 1645 (edited by Blaeu) combines information from Pliny and
Tacitus, and perhaps had other confirmatory cartographic evidence which is no longer extant.
They show the Cimbri where the Angels and Jutes are located (southwestern Jutland), and
the Sabaldingii where the Angles resided circa 400 AD.

The Anglo-Saxon Exeter Cathedral Book confirms much of this, where Widsith (who calls
himself a Myrginga who sets out “from the east out of Angeln”), and probably written circa
570 AD (Chambers, 1912) states that in the Migration Period Offa (died circa 476 AD),
Wormund’s son, was king of the Angles and at Rendsburg circa 450 AD (“when still a boy”)
he won a great battle and took over the Myrgingas (probably Mercians in England), which is
also repeated in Saxo’s verion above. Offa may also have been known as simply Angul.
Saxo said that two brothers, Onghul and Dan (apparently sons of Wermund) had joint rule
over Denmark. According to Widsith, Offa rules the Angles, Alewith the Danes (perhaps the
latter was known colloquially as Dan). Possibly Angul / Offa and his people left for England
relinquishing the homeland to Dan, the legendary progenitor of the Danish people. Hence it
would seem that the Angles and the Danes had the same origin, something that we will see
reflected in the archaeological evidence.
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Furthermore, a German source, Annales Quedlinburgenses, dating from the 11th Century,
and stating that in 445 AD the Angles, led by King Angling, ‘went to England from Angel
which the Danes now occupy’ (Starke, 1989).

Historical Evidence - the Angles of Thuringia: Although the evidence of a direct connection
between the Angles of England and the Angles of the southern and central regions of Jutland
and nearby islands is clear, there is another layer of complexity. There was a group with the
same name (or very similar) who lived much further south, and who appear to have had a
connection to the Angles of the north and England. Their documented residence is at Engelin
by the Unstrut River near Eurfurt (Thuringia near Hesse).

This group should not be confused with the Angrivarii who appear in the records as early as
9 AD in connection with the Battle of Teutoburg Forest. In the work Germania, circa 98
AD, Tacitus clearly differentiated the Anglii (noted above) from the Angrivarii, residing
between the Chauci in the north, and the Cherusi in the south – near Minden on the Wesser
River near Engern.


